
Installing Cliffy’s™ Gimli and Tower protectors 

*Gimli Hole Protector (the one with the two holes in it) 

Step 1: Clean area in front of the Gimli Hole with the alcohol swab provided by Cliffy 

Step 2: Remove the two posts to the left of the Gimli hole 

Step 3: Under the plastic, to the right of the Gimli Hole, is a little flat head screw, 

loosen it a bit. If your screwdriver is narrow enough you can just squeeze in there 

and loosen it. If not then you’re removing the ramp and plastic. 

Step 4: lift up the playfield and loosen the nut that holds down the metal ball guide 

that we are trying to slide the protector under. Once loosened lower the playfield 

back down 

Step 5: Remove plastic film and 3M™ tape backing on the Gimli hole protector 

Step 6: line-up the two holes on the Gilmli hole protector with the holes from the 

two posts you removed earlier and at the same time slide the pointy tip of the 

protector under the metal ball guide (careful - you only get one shot at this when the 

tape backing has been removed....no pressure eh?  ) 

Step 7: Tighten up every nut and screw you loosened but don’t overtighten 

 

*Tower Hole Protector 

Step 1: Lift up the playfield, and loosen all the screws that hold the entire VUK 

(Vertical Up Kicker) in the Tower hole, to the playfield 

Step 2: Loosen the 2 nuts that hold the metal ball guide down to the left of the 

Tower hole and, when done, lower the playfield 

Step 3: Remove plastic film on the Tower hole Cliffy™ protector  

Step 4: Wedge the edge of the protector *between* the VUK and the playfield. This 

may require a small flat screwdriver to help guide the protector in place 

Step 5: Slide the protector forward so the tab clips under the playfield. Adjust back 

and forth until the protector covers the wood, and leaves no overhang over the hole 

(this can be a little annoying) 

Step 6: raise the playfield and tighten everything you loosened. 

Step 7: Go kill some Balrog...worry free!  

_______________________________________ 

 

Keep Flippin' 

Greg "Hippochrome" Hopkins 


